Radiological diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma
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Abstract: Diagnosis of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) still remains a challenging issue. In the setting of liver cirrhosis, international guidelines have set the noninvasive criteria for HCC diagnosis, represented by the detection of contrast hyperenhancement in the arterial phase (wash-in) and hypoenhancement in the portal or delayed phase (wash-out) with dynamic multi-detector computer tomography or magnetic resonance (MR) imaging. Although highly specific, this typical enhancement pattern has relatively low sensitivity, since approximately one-third of HCC nodules are characterized by atypical enhancement patterns. In atypical HCC nodules larger than 1 cm, the majority of international guidelines recommend liver biopsy. However, there is an increasing interest in exploiting new noninvasive diagnostic tools, to increase the sensitivity of radiological diagnosis of HCC. Diffusion-weighted MR imaging and MR hepatobiliary contrast agents may represent useful tools for the detection and characterization of borderline hypovascular lesions by providing functional information such as water molecule motion in diffusion-weighted imaging and residual hepatobiliary function, which can be impaired early during the course of hepatocarcinogenesis. Also, dual-energy computed tomography (CT) represents an interesting new CT technology that could increase detectability and conspicuity of hypervascular lesions, thus possibly improving CT sensitivity in small HCCs. However, more data and further developments are needed to verify the usefulness of these new technologies in the diagnosis of HCC and to translate these recent advances into clinical practice.
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Introduction

Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the fifth most common cancer worldwide, the third cause of cancer-related death, and accounts for 7% of all cancers. The incidence of HCC is growing worldwide, and liver cirrhosis represents a major risk factor for the development of HCC. In Western countries, the most frequent underlying cause of cirrhosis is chronic hepatitis C virus infection, while in Africa and East Asia 60% of HCC is attributable to chronic hepatitis B virus infection; other causes of chronic liver injury are represented by alcohol abuse, aflatoxin exposure, cholestatic, autoimmune and metabolic disorders, and nonalcoholic steatohepatitis.

The development of a neoplasm in cirrhosis is a long-lasting process. Many cellular changes occur along the pathway from normal hepatocytes to neoplastic cells, so different types of nodules can be detected in a cirrhotic liver, ranging from regenerative nodules to low-grade dysplastic nodules and high-grade dysplastic nodules, early HCC, and finally, overt HCC.
Early diagnosis of HCC enables aggressive treatment, prolonging patients’ long-term survival. Thus, international societies have developed ultrasound (US) surveillance programs for at-risk patients and specific imaging-based guidelines for definition of nodules over 1 cm in size detected during US surveillance.9–11

Proper definition of nodules as preneoplastic lesions or early HCC has critical implications. Dysplastic lesions should be followed by regular imaging studies, since at least one-third of them develop a malignant phenotype.12–14 On the other hand, early HCCs are treated with potentially curative procedures such as resection, transplantation, and percutaneous ablation.9

Until 2000, HCC diagnosis was based on biopsy. In 2001, a panel of experts first reported noninvasive criteria for HCC diagnosis based on a combination of imaging and laboratory findings.15 Since then, international guidelines have been updated, confirming the leading role of dynamic cross-sectional imaging as a noninvasive means to diagnose HCC in the setting of liver cirrhosis, thus limiting the diagnostic role of biopsy.8–11,14

**Hepatocarcinogenesis and imaging**

When a nodule becomes a dysplastic nodule, the normal hepatic arterial flow is decreased while portal venous flow is maintained. The evolution toward HCC is characterized by arteriolarization of the blood supply and sinusoidal capillarization.16

The presence of new unpaired arteries not accompanied by bile duct has been shown to be able to differentiate neoplastic nodules from regenerative nodules.17–19 The number of unpaired arteries gradually increases from cirrhotic nodules to HCC, and the degree of arteriolarization seems to correlate with HCC differentiation, particularly in lesions with a diameter less than 3 cm. In fact, well-differentiated HCCs often receive preferential portal venous blood, whereas moderately and poorly differentiated tumors are supplied with arterial blood, as well as lesions beyond 3 cm.20

Sinusoidal capillarization is another common neoangiogenic process. It involves transformation of fenestrated hepatic sinusoids into continuous capillaries, coupled with collagenization of the extravascular spaces of Disse and deposition of laminin and basement membranes near the endothelial cells and hepatocytes.21,22 As for arteriolarization of the blood supply, sinusoidal capillarization appears to be directly related to tumor differentiation.20

Together with these vascular changes, other modifications can be observed and exploited with current imaging techniques, such as a progressive decrease in the number of Kupffer cells and of bile canaliculi.23–28

The development of imaging techniques has led to a new paradigm in HCC diagnosis. In fact, as stated by the International Pathology Consensus Group for Hepatocellular Neoplasia in 2009, today noninvasive imaging can be able to define the different phases of hepatocarcinogenesis.8 As such, radiologists are playing a crucial role in staging HCC patients.

**HCC diagnosis: current guidelines**

The hemodynamic modifications occurring during hepatocarcinogenesis represent the pathological background for current noninvasive diagnosis of HCC in the setting of liver cirrhosis. This relies on postcontrast dynamic imaging techniques, particularly multidetector computed tomography (MDCT) and magnetic resonance (MR).

Dynamic MDCT and MR should be performed with state-of-the-art equipment enabling the acquisition of at least three different phases (arterial, portal venous, and equilibrium phases) after contrast injection and fixing the acquisition timing by proper techniques such as bolus chasing.

By dynamic imaging, HCC diagnosis is established by the detection of contrast hyperenhancement in the arterial phase (wash-in) and hypoenhancement in the portal venous and/or delayed phases of acquisition (wash-out) (Figure 1). This behavior is today defined as “HCC radiological hallmark”.9

In the setting of liver cirrhosis, this typical dynamic vascular pattern allows HCC diagnosis with almost 100% specificity and positive predictive value for nodules at least 1 cm in diameter.29–35

Although the HCC typical hallmarks at dynamic MDCT or MR imaging (MRI) are approved by all current guidelines, diagnostic algorithms differ in the suggested management of the detected nodules according to their size.36 The updated American Association for the Study of Liver Diseases (AASLD) guidelines suggest that the detection of the typical enhancement pattern at one single imaging modality in nodules larger than 1 cm suffices for diagnosing HCC.10 On the contrary, recent European Society for the Study of the Liver (EASL) guidelines underlined that data from prospective studies are still controversial regarding diagnostic accuracy of the typical radiological hallmarks for 1–2 cm lesions. Therefore, while a single imaging modality is considered sufficient for HCC diagnosis in nodules above 2 cm, 1–2 cm nodules should be investigated by two imaging modalities, if not performed in centers of excellence with “high-end radiological equipment”.9 Finally, Eastern guidelines disregard the dimensions of the nodules, stating that HCC diagnosis...
can be established by the typical enhancement pattern even in lesions smaller than 1 cm.\textsuperscript{11}

**Imaging techniques**

While initial guidelines included MDCT, MR, and contrast-enhanced US (CEUS) as equally valid dynamic imaging modalities for the diagnosis of HCC,\textsuperscript{37} later updates of AASLD and EASL guidelines have removed CEUS from this list.\textsuperscript{9,10}

This exclusion has been justified by the report of few cases showing the typical HCC “wash-in/wash-out” pattern in histologically proven intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma.\textsuperscript{30,38,39} This exclusion, however, has not been endorsed by all societies. For instance, the latest Italian Association for the Study of the Liver (AISF) position paper pointed out that the removal of CEUS from guidelines cannot at the moment be justified by the available evidence, considering the low incidence of intrahepatic cholangiocarcinoma, only half of them showing HCC radiological hallmarks, and the \textgreater\textsuperscript{95}\% positive predictive value of CEUS. Nonetheless, AISF pointed out that since CT or MR is needed for tumor staging, the most cost-effective approach would be to prescribe first-line MR or CT, reserving CEUS to specific doubtful or inconclusive cases.\textsuperscript{40,41}

Comparing MDCT with MR, international guidelines do not seem to privilege one imaging modality over the other. In fact, the vast majority of prospective studies report similar diagnostic accuracy.\textsuperscript{30} However, other studies reported higher sensitivity rates of MR compared with MDCT in the detection of the typical vascular pattern, particularly in 1–2 cm nodules (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{32,42} Moreover, MR offers some advantages in terms of identification and definition of cellular contents like iron, fat, glycogen, or blood.\textsuperscript{43} Finally, newly developed MR techniques such as diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) and MR hepatobiliary (HB) contrast agents show promise for the characterization of atypical HCC nodules and for the assessment of the risk of degeneration of premalignant lesions.

**Advances in imaging techniques**

Only approximately two-thirds of HCC nodules are reported to show a typical vascular pattern,\textsuperscript{44} and diagnosis of atypical HCC nodules remains a controversial issue, with differences in their management in the available international guidelines. While both EASL and AASLD guidelines suggest biopsy for all atypical nodules larger than 1 cm,\textsuperscript{9,10} Eastern guidelines suggest the use of new diagnostic tools such as MR using reticuloendothelial system (RES), HB contrast agents or CEUS using Sonazoid,\textsuperscript{11} thus saving biopsy only for persistently doubtful or inconclusive findings.

Even the role of biopsy as a problem-solving tool appears controversial. In fact, it should be kept in mind that sampling errors can occur (such as insufficient tissue sampling or...
samplings not representative of the entire lesions) and that pathological interpretation can be challenging on a specimen obtained from needle biopsy, with the inability to evaluate all the criteria suggesting malignancy (especially stromal invasion).

29,33,45 The relatively low sensitivity of HCC radiological hallmarks and the issues regarding needle biopsy have raised attention to the possible role of newer diagnostic tools.

Dwi

Dwi is a dedicated MR sequence that allows the evaluation of the random motion (related to thermal effects) of water molecules (“Brownian motion”) within biological tissues. Its application in the abdominal district, once limited, has become possible by the development of ultrafast sequences such as echoplanar imaging that enable the acquisition of an entire volume in a single breath-hold, thus reducing motion artifacts.

Recently, Dwi has been introduced in liver MR protocols, as several studies have reported its usefulness in the detection and characterization of focal liver lesions, especially by quantifying the molecule motion through the apparent diffusion coefficient.46,47 Tumor areas will appear bright on high “b” values with Dwi because of restriction of water molecules.48 Despite the increasing number of published papers focusing on Dwi,49–51 no consistent data are yet available regarding its diagnostic accuracy in HCC. Therefore, Dwi has not been incorporated in any international guidelines.

Nonetheless, Dwi may be useful as an indicator of the risk of malignant transformation in borderline lesions. In fact, recent studies have reported that hypovascular nodules appearing as hyperintense in Dwi have a higher risk of becoming hypervascular HCC nodules at subsequent follow-up (Figures 3 and 4).52 Thus, Dwi may represent a valid adjunctive tool, providing additional information in borderline lesions, such as early HCC or high-grade dysplastic nodules.

RES-targeted contrast agent

RES-targeted contrast agents are superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide that determine alteration of the local magnetic field, resulting in signal loss in T2-weighted images.
Once injected, they are rapidly removed from the circulation by the RES, represented in the liver by the Kupffer cells, which remove more than 80% of the circulating contrast agent.

After contrast injection, it is possible to acquire first a standard dynamic vascular study, since small particles are spread within the blood, so that the influence on T2 relaxation time is limited. At each passage into sinusoids, superparamagnetic particles of iron oxide are taken up by the Kupffer cells, where they aggregate in clusters, inducing a strong shortening of T2 relaxation time, which can be appreciated approximately 10–20 minutes after injection.

Therefore, the signal loss of liver parenchyma is strictly related to the amount and metabolic activity of the Kupffer cells. Dysplastic nodules usually uptake the iron oxide particles and appear hypointense on T2-weighted images, although the number of Kupffer cells in these lesions may be variable, thus explaining the variable signal intensities. Accordingly, well-differentiated HCCs may still contain some Kupffer cells and could appear iso- or slightly hyperintense. Finally, moderately or poorly differentiated HCC will lose Kupffer cells and appear hyperintense.

Even if RES contrast media can be used for the vascular dynamic study as substitutes of intravascular gadolinium (Gd) chelates, some studies have demonstrated overlap in enhancement patterns of variously graded HCCs and dysplastic nodules. In fact, the enhancement patterns of RES seem to differ from those obtained using Gd-based contrast agents, probably due to the relatively weak signal-to-noise ratio of RES on T1-weighted imaging. Therefore, it has been recommended to use RES only for the evaluation of the delayed T2 effect.

Figure 3 Dynamic imaging and diffusion-weighted magnetic resonance imaging. Notes: With gadolinium ethoxybenzyl diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid-enhanced magnetic resonance examination (A, arterial phase; B, equilibrium phase; C, hepatobiliary phase), no areas of abnormal contrast enhancement are visualized. Diffusion-weighted imaging (b=800) shows at the same level a nodular area of moderate hyperintensity (D, arrow).
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The production of RES contrast agents was discontinued between 2008 and 2009 due to safety concerns.

**HB contrast agents**

HB contrast agents are paramagnetic Gd chelates that determine the shortening of $T_1$ relaxation time. Thanks to their lipophilic characteristics, these agents, after the intravascular/interstitial distribution, are taken up by functioning hepatocytes, metabolized, and excreted into the bile. The contrast uptake and excretion are predominantly related to the molecular transporter organic anion-transporting polypeptide 8 (OATP8) and multidrug resistance-associated protein 2 (MRP2). The current contrast agents used in clinical practice are gadobenate dimeglumine (Gd-BOPTA/Dimeg, MultiHance; Bracco, Milan, Italy) and gadolinium ethoxybenzyl diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (Gd-EOB-DTPA, Primovist; Bayer Schering Pharma, Germany). The main difference between these two agents is the percentage of the injected dose that can be excreted in the biliary tract (approximately 50% of administered Gd-EOB-DTPA and 5% of Gd-BOPTA).

OATP8 appears to be downregulated during malignant transformation of hepatic nodules. Therefore, hypointensity in the HB phase (HBP) is suggestive of premalignancy or malignancy, with almost all HCCs and some high-grade dysplastic nodules being hypointense in this phase (Figure 5).

It has been demonstrated that HB contrast agents are able to increase the sensitivity for the diagnosis of HCC, especially...
Figure 5 Signal intensity in the hepatobiliary phase.

Notes: Gadolinium ethoxybenzyl diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid-enhanced magnetic resonance examination (A, arterial phase; B, equilibrium phase; C, hepatobiliary phase) demonstrates the presence of a nodule characterized by late arterial phase wash-in and delayed phase wash-out, typical for hepatocellular carcinoma (arrows). This nodule appears hypointense in the hepatobiliary phase, as confirmation of malignancy. In the hepatobiliary phase, multiple hyperintense nodules are also displayed (arrow heads) that do not show enhancement in the dynamic acquisition, as for dysplastic nodules.

for lesions smaller than 2 cm \(^{62,66}\) and for borderline lesions such as hypovascular HCC. \(^{67}\)

The nodular contrast enhancement seems to decrease in line with the degree of nodule differentiation. \(^{67}\) In fact, in well-differentiated HCC, neoplastic cells are still able to uptake the contrast medium and metabolize it while there is a loss of excretion activity; thus, the nodules may appear as isointense or even hyperintense in the HBP. On the contrary, in poorly differentiated HCC, the cells have completely lost the normal metabolic functions, and the nodules will appear hypointense in the HBP because of the lack of contrast agent uptake. Of interest, these modifications can be considered an early event of hepato-carcinogenesis, preceding portal blood flow reduction and neoangiogenesis. \(^{58}\)

Unfortunately, the HB enhancement does not allow differentiating between DN and hypovascular well-differentiated HCCs, and this represents the major limitation of HB contrast agents, not allowing at the moment the inclusion of these agents in international guidelines.

Moreover, approximately 10% of overt HCCs also show iso or high signal intensity in the HBP. This phenomenon can be explained by a genetic alteration that results in the overexpression of OATP8 and MRP2. \(^{58,69,70}\)

The increased sensitivity of HB-enhanced MRI may impact the clinical management particularly of early-stage HCC patients. A recent paper has demonstrated that in Barcelona Clinic for Liver Cancer (BCLC) stage 0 and A patients, the information added by Gd-EOB-DTPA-enhanced MRI to MDCT can modify treatment decisions in up to one-third of patients; in particular, 12% of the included patients were found to be beyond Milan criteria for transplantation by MRI compared with MDCT, due to the increased number of detected HCC nodules. \(^{71}\)

Finally, the combination of HB contrast agents, enhanced MRI, and DWI can result in a significantly higher accuracy and per-lesion sensitivity for detecting small (≤2 cm) HCCs compared with either imaging set alone. \(^{72}\)

Dual-energy CT

A recent development in CT has been the introduction of dual-source technology, \(^{73}\) consisting of two X-ray tubes that can be operated at different tube currents. Dual-energy CT (DECT) implies simultaneous acquisition of datasets at two different photon spectra in a single CT examination, \(^{74}\) resulting in the ability to reconstruct the data at 80 kVp, 140 kVp, and the weighted average. The use of the two tubes at different tube currents enables the differentiation of materials of nonequal radiographic density.

Recent papers have reported on the use of DECT in the diagnosis of HCC, demonstrating that low kVp images may increase sensitivity in detecting hyperattenuating lesions after contrast injection, such as hypervascular HCC. \(^{75}\)

Because there is increased photoelectric absorption at 80 kVp relative to the absorption at 140 kVp, contrast material has higher attenuation at lower peak voltage. This increases the lesion-to-liver ratios, enables depiction of small lesions, or, alternatively, enables a reduction in the contrast material injected.

However, this increase in sensitivity goes along with a decrease in the image quality for low kVp images. This might not represent a clinical problem in hypervascular lesions, being compensated by the high lesion-to-liver ratio. \(^{75}\)
More recently introduced spectral CT equipment consists of a single-detector and a single-source DECT system with the capability for fast switching between two peak voltage settings (140 kVp and 80 kVp). Using this technology it is possible to reconstruct conventional polychromatic images corresponding to 140 kVp and monochromatic images with energies ranging from 40 keV to 140 keV. This new technology can reduce beam hardening artifacts and optimize contrast with selectable monochromatic energy (keV). As a result of the reduced number of photons in the X-ray spectrum at the lower energy portion, image noise is expected to increase when photon energy decreases. In this setting, an adaptive iterative reconstruction algorithm has been incorporated to reduce image noise.

Iodine-based contrast material provides greater X-ray attenuation at lower tube voltages, and hyperenhancing hepatic lesions become more conspicuous at lower energies. It has been demonstrated that HCC detectability and conspicuity increases at 40–70 keV monochromatic imaging by improving contrast-to-noise values (Figure 6). Moreover, spectral CT provides iodine-based material decomposition images that appear to be highly sensitive in the identification of spots of contrast uptake and therefore in the detection of small HCC nodules (Figure 6). By material decomposition it is also possible to quantify iodine concentration in the lesions, obtaining a quantitative parameter that reflects the blood supply of lesions, which could be useful in the differential diagnosis of HCC and in the follow-up after treatment.

**Toward standardization of interpretation and reporting**

Currently, findings at liver imaging are inconsistently interpreted and reported by most radiologists. Thus, scoring systems have been developed in an attempt to reduce interobserver variability in liver imaging interpretation and reporting.

The first system was proposed by the US Organ Procurement and Transplant Network (OPTN)/United Network for Organ Sharing (UNOS) in 2008 in an attempt to reduce false-positive imaging diagnoses, set minimum requirements for imaging protocols, and standardize reporting of lesions. This classification system emphasizes specific, well-defined imaging features of HCC, with stringent criteria for lesions between 1 cm and 2 cm, in order to maximize diagnostic specificity and ensure proper organ allocation. However, sensitivity seems to be relatively low using OPTN criteria, particularly for smaller lesions. Moreover, precise definitions and illustrative examples are lacking, introducing ambiguity in image interpretation.

In 2012, the American College of Radiology developed the Liver Imaging–Reporting and Data System (LI-RADS), which includes five categories (from definitely benign to definitely HCC) on the basis of several criteria, such as
Table 1  Sensitivity and specificity of different imaging modalities for the diagnosis of HCC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>No of pts and no of nodules</th>
<th>Imaging modality</th>
<th>Sensitivity (%)</th>
<th>Specificity (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic imaging</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forner et al</td>
<td>89 pts, 89 nodules &lt;2 cm</td>
<td>CEUS</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI</td>
<td>61.7</td>
<td>96.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sangiovanni et al</td>
<td>64 pts, 55 HCC 1–2 cm</td>
<td>CEUS</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-CT</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DWI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vandecaveye et al</td>
<td>55 pts, 114 lesions</td>
<td>D-WI-MRI</td>
<td>95.2</td>
<td>82.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>65.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xu et al</td>
<td>54 pts, 59 nodules</td>
<td>D-WI-MRI</td>
<td>67.5</td>
<td>94.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI</td>
<td>82.5</td>
<td>57.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wu et al</td>
<td>Pooled estimated analysis</td>
<td>D-WI</td>
<td>73–82</td>
<td>84–86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-WI + D-MRI</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI HB contrast agents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Golfieri et al</td>
<td>127 pts, 62 atypical nodules</td>
<td>U + D-MRI</td>
<td>88.4</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>U + D-MRI + HB-MRI</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahn et al</td>
<td>59 pts, 84 nodules</td>
<td>U + D-MRI</td>
<td>83.3–85.7</td>
<td>86.9–91.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>U + D-MRI + HB-MRI</td>
<td>82.8–93.1</td>
<td>89.7–93.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haradome et al</td>
<td>52 pts, 60 HCC</td>
<td>D-CT</td>
<td>68.3–71.7</td>
<td>94.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI</td>
<td>75–78.3</td>
<td>92.3–94.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI + HB-MRI</td>
<td>86.7</td>
<td>89.7–92.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Di Martino et al</td>
<td>140 pts, 163 HCC</td>
<td>CEUS</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-CT</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>D-MRI + HB-MRI</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Abbreviations:** CEUS, contrast-enhanced ultrasound; D-CT, dynamic computed tomography; D-MRI, dynamic magnetic resonance imaging; D-WI-MRI, diffusion-weighted imaging MRI; HB, hepatobiliary; HCC, hepatocellular carcinoma; MRI, magnetic resonance imaging; pts, patients; U + D-MRI, unenhanced and dynamic MRI.

mass-like configuration, arterial phase hyperenhancement, portal venous phase or later phase hypoenhancement, increase in size, presence of tumor capsule, and vein involvement. Moreover, LI-RADS defines minimum acceptable technical parameters for CT and liver MRI and proposes a lexicon for controlled imaging terminology in an attempt to standardize reports’ content and structure, improve communication with clinicians, and facilitate decision making, outcome monitoring, auditing, and research.

In the latest 2013.1 version, LI-RADS and UNOS OPTN categorizations have been unified. As a result of these changes, LR 5 and OPTN 5 categories are now congruent, and UNOS defers OPTN 1–4 categories to LR 1–4. This version applies to multiphase CT and MRI examinations performed with conventional extracellular contrast materials. Work is ongoing to include MRI with HB agents and CEUS.

Although the repeatability of LI-RADS diagnostic criteria and scores is still questioned, the implementation of this or similar scoring systems could improve image interpretation and patients’ management and open the way to the development of semiautomated structured reports, ultimately increasing radiologist efficiency and communication capabilities.

**Conclusion**

Diagnosis of HCC still remains a challenging issue. Since early diagnosis has a strong impact on chances for curative treatments and long-term prognosis, US surveillance for at-risk populations is of utmost importance.

In the setting of liver cirrhosis, noninvasive diagnosis of HCC is made possible by the very high specificity and positive predictive value of the so-called “HCC radiological hallmarks”, represented by the detection of arterial phase wash-in and portal or delayed phase wash-out at dynamic MDCT or MR examinations.

Although highly specific, these hallmarks lack sensitivity, since approximately one-third of HCC nodules in cirrhotic liver do not show this typical enhancement pattern. This is more frequent in lesions smaller than 2 cm and in well-differentiated HCC. While the majority of international guidelines suggest the use of liver biopsy to set the diagnosis of atypical HCC, there is an increasing interest in exploiting new noninvasive diagnostic tools to increase sensitivity for HCC diagnosis.

Although not universally accepted, several authors have reported a higher sensitivity for dynamic contrast-enhanced MRI compared with MDCT in the detection
of hypervascular lesions. On the other hand, MRI offers advantages in terms of characterization of cell content and related to the development of new tools such as DWI and HB contrast agents. These new tools may be particularly helpful in the detection and characterization of borderline hypovascular lesions by providing functional information such as water molecule motion and cellular HB function, whose alterations can precede neangiogenesis in the process of hepatocarcinogenesis (Table 1).

Also, newer CT technologies, represented by DECT, can increase hypervascular lesions’ conspicuity, thus possibly improving CT sensitivity, particularly for small lesions. DECT might also provide newer quantitative parameters that reflect the degree of contrast uptake within a given volume and therefore can be representative of the arterial vascular supply.

More data and further developments are needed to verify the usefulness of these newer technologies in the diagnosis of HCC and to translate them into clinical practice.

Finally, there is an unmet need for standardization of liver imaging interpretation and reporting, particularly for atypical nodules, and scoring systems are now being developed and implemented in an attempt to reduce interobserver variability.
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